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About This Game
Get ready for an interstellar adventure from the perspective of the bounty hunter Dugon.
A research satellite above planet Zyphamin has lost all power and its up to you to find out why. Travel down to the hostile planet
of zyphamin in this first person action adventure shooter. From the planets calm open air surface world to its claustrophobic
underground caverns loaded with monsters, aliens, radioactive substances, mutants and worse.
Solve puzzles and mazes to traverse the alien world of Zyphamin.
Discover secrets, unlock new items, scan your way to the truth about Zyphamin and what lurks below.
Zyphoids are a key threat on this planet you must hunt them all down to open new paths and save Zyphamin but beware your not
alone down there your being followed.
Test your self in secret areas hidden away to unlock optional items and discovery new mysteries but better watch out not all is
what it seams, defeat huge bosses to unlock the true path to the zyphoids nest, explore the ruins of a lost civilization to uncover
lost knowledge hidden away from time itself. What happened on Zyphamin why did the satellite loose power? you'll have to
scan to find out.
Play again and again to beat special challenges to unlock all the images in the art gallery.
Don't have an x box one controller? switch to controller type B in the options menu to use a play station 4 controller or swop
back to controller type A for classic PC gaming on an x box controller, Zyphoid offers full controller support with its new
controller type option now the player can use one type of controller or the other for more comfortable gameplay no key board or
mouse required to play the game.
Run, jump, scan, blast, explore, learn and challenge your self in this first person adventure inspired by Metroid prime.
if you like first person scifi adventures this is the game for you.
NOTE: Although the game dose not require key board and mouse it will require you to use the mouse to operate the unity game
launcher we appologies for any confusion and hope to remove the need for the mouse to larnch the game in future please enjoy
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Title: Zyphoid
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
N J FOX
Publisher:
N J FOX
Franchise:
Zyphoid
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows10
Memory: 150 MB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 440
Storage: 284 MB available space
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